Basic Mechanics and Musical Functions of the Right Hand
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-8OlZEKsTE

Practice on the top E string

- The top E string is great to practice on because it exposes our strengths and weaknesses very clearly
- Don’t worry about rhythm and dynamics, just focus on tone, tension and movements

1. Use your left hand to get information
- Our feelings can be deceptive
- Our touch can give us more accurate information about what’s happening in our muscles and movements - You
might be used to your teacher using touch to gain information about your playing
- I recommend also using a mirror so that your sight is also helping you gain information

Check for tension with you left hand

2. Avoid tension in your hand
- Gauge the tension of your right hand by touching it with your left hand (see above)
- Be specific: feel around different parts of your hand
- Tone, movement and other things will be sacrificed if tension is out of control
- Ensure that your hand is relaxed before you start playing. There’s absolutely no need for tension if your hand is just
floating over the strings!

Relaxed hand before playing

Tense hand before playing

3. The primary movement of a pluck comes from the knuckle joint
- This will result in a more relaxed hand
- If your primary movements come from the tip joint, then your hand could get locked up. Many beginners pluck
from their tip joint, which also results in unnecessary movement

Primary movement from tip joint

Primary movement from knuckle joint

4. Contact point: flesh and nail
- The contact point is important for both the start of a stroke and the transition to the next stroke
- Start your pluck by placing the contact point of your finger precisely so that both nail and flesh are touching the
string. When you place the next finger down onto the string, then ensure you place the flesh on the string
- If the nail lands onto the string then it will result in a click in the sound (nail click)
- This is a very fine distinction, to the extent of a few millimeters
- Listen and feel for the nail clicks as it’s hard to observe it by sight

Contact point - nail and flesh

5. Use your arm to bring your hand to where it needs to go
- Don’t let your fingers reach for strings. This reaching often occurs when plucking the top string.
- If you play the bottom E string, then your arm should move closer to you. When playing towards the top E string,
your arm should move away from you.

Arm position for sixth string

Arm position for fourth string

6. Release tension immediately after each pluck
- Let the decay of the sound result in a decay of tension. I.e. empty the tension immediately after you pluck and
then keep on emptying the tension in sync with the decay of the sound. Once the sound is completely gone (this
can take quite a few seconds!) then your hand should be so relaxed that it feels like a cloud.

Relaxed hand after playing

Tense hand after playing

Skype Lessons
Are you tired of wasting time when you practice?
- You spend days, weeks and months practicing a piece and it just doesn't
improve much
- When you play in front of people your memory goes, difficult bits fall
apart and unexpected errors creep in
- You wish you could understand the music better so that you weren't just
'playing notes'
Imagine what it would feel like if after each practice you made amazing
progress
- You could memorize pieces very quickly
- Your performances would be better than when you practiced at home
- You could drastically improve your understanding of music
After giving hundreds of live performances, playing for examinations,
competitions and live radio, I know how important good practice can be.
Many guitarists get into a cycle of bad practice habits. The fact is that practice doesn't make perfect. Creative and
amazing practice makes perfect!
If you don't change your practicing habits and mindsets, then you will make very slow, or maybe even little to no
progress! It is possible to practice and make your errors and memory even worse than when you began. I don't want
you to suffer through that and think the guitar is just too difficult.
Once you start practicing with new and creative mindsets, then you will no longer be disappointed at your playing.
You will come home after playing for people, or after an exam, and your insides will be glowing with joy. You won't
want to ever stop playing for people, and your skills on the guitar will just keep on getting better by the day.
These special practice methods are not easy to find. Google 'practicing guitar' and you'll get information that is often
unreliable and even misleading. You could trove through books and eventually find this information for yourself, but
that takes many years - I've done that work for you. Your teacher probably doesn't often talk about practice methods
because you're spending so much time fixing problems in your lessons.
You won't make those huge leaps you're craving for unless you change your practice habits and mindsets. Don't
waste any more time and make these changes now. Take lessons with me and I will give your practice the makeover
you've been waiting for.
Register for Skype lessons and you’ll get:
- Practice routines customized to you
- Plans, tips, tools and tactics for practicing the pieces you’re working on
- Detailed overviews for each lesson
- Access to my Ebooks
www.danielnistico.net/skype-lessons

